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Time for SMEs to Get-Set-Go

What They Said
VINAY CHADDA, CEO, GVC SYSTEM
Finalist - Season 1, Drive into the Big League (DitBL)

“Participating in Vodafone’s
Drive into the Big League
(DitBL) was a life-changing
experience. I met great people
and it earned my company
unprecedented exposure.
DitBL is back this year, and
like my company, another
lucky SME could enjoy this
brilliant spotlight too.”
SIDDHARTH PURI, BUSINESS HEAD,
TYROO DIRECT
Finalist - Season 1, DitBL

“Vodafone’s DitBL brought
my company incredible
renown. With industry
leaders analysing my
business strategy on national
television, customers and
peers are expressing
interest in my business. This
year another SME like me
can have its chance to shine
in the second season of
DitBL.”
SAMIT JAIN, DIRECTOR, PLUSS POLYMERS
Finalist - Season 1, DitBL

“Vodafone’s DitBL has
helped me expand my
network, meet interesting
people and gain important
insights into my business
from industry leaders. It has
given me recognition among
peers and provided nationwide exposure to my
company. It has ‘driven me
into the big league’!”

Vodafone’s ‘Drive into the Big League’ contest allows small and medium businesses with big ambitions to gain
unprecedented global brand recognition. We explore the incomparable opportunities in store this year
t has always been a
challenge for SMEs to
quench the aspirational
thirst for establishing their
brand name due to several
constraints. Expensive marketing and
branding exercises are almost alien to
them. To offer a once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to SMEs, Vodafone, the title
sponsor of the Vodafone McLaren
Mercedes team for the fifth year running, is organising the second edition of
its 'Drive into the Big League' contest.
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ENCOURAGE SMALL BRANDS
As a 'Total Communications Partner for
Vodafone McLaren Mercedes', Vodafone
is offering one deserving SME a chance
to win the honour of having its company logo proudly displayed on the two
Vodafone McLaren Mercedes cars to be
driven by renowned motor racing
champions Lewis Hamilton and Jenson
Button. The chance to rub shoulders
with respected global brands and gain
precious recognition is up for grabs for
that victorious SME. Bagging this
opportunity can bode particularly well
for companies that are considering foraying into international markets.
The countdown to its second motor
racing championship to be held at
Delhi's Buddh International Circuit (BIC)
from October 26-28, 2012 has begun.
Since the motor racing season coincides
with the Diwali season in India, it
receives high television viewership and
advertising interest. This is a significant
landmark for a cricket-obsessed country,
indicating that an audience for motor
racing is fast developing in India.

FAST FACTS
Motor racing epitomises best-in-class
auto innovations and technologies,
makes it a high-investment, high-glam-

An Adrenalin-Charged Ride to Fame
Vodafone, among India’s most-popular
telecommunications enterprises for
SMEs, is organising its second
instalment of ‘Drive into the Big
League,’ a contest for SMEs, offering
them a once-in-a-lifetime chance for
world-wide renown. Vodafone ‘Drive
into the Big League-Season 2’ has returned to enable one SME to showcase
their company’s logo on the Vodafone
McLaren Mercedes race cars, at the
upcoming motor racing event in India
this October. An exciting contest which
saw 80,000 applications last year is

our and high-octane sport. The introduction of India's own motor racing circuit
last year came as a truly pleasant
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avenue for corporate brands that hope
to capitalise on this opportunity.

YESTERDAY'S SUCCESS:
TODAY'S ENCOURAGEMENT

Last year, Vodafone's 'Drive into the Big
vod cione
League' witnessed phenomenal response from approximately 80,000
SMEs engaged in a spectrum of industries across India. Several small businesses were granted the rare chance to
present their cases to an esteemed jury
in the 'Drive into the Big League' series
telecasted on ET NOW, but only one
survived. The winner of last year's
thoroughly riveting proceedings was a
Delhi-based organised recruitment
surprise to Indian fans.
service provider, ABC Consultants. The
 Designed by German track engineer, search for the next lucky SME is on; and
Hermann Tilke, the 5.14 km-long BIC by conducting the contest at a larger
with 16 turns was built to witness
scale, Vodafone expects to discover
60 laps covering about 308.4 kms.
several new exciting and innovative
 Previously called the Jaypee Group
small businesses this time around.
Circuit, this course is touted as the
UNLOCKING A WORLD
second-fastest track after Monza,
OF POSSIBILITIES
Italy. It has a speed record of 375
Clearly, by winning this competition, a
km/h.
 Indeed, race cars that can accelerate SME will achieve more than simply
from 0 to 200 km/h and back to 0 in having its logo displayed on the
Vodafone McLaren Mercedes cars racing
seven seconds can typically hit 320
at this championship. The entire
km/h on this track.
 The value of BIC tickets sales in the
selection-process ensures that Vodafone
picks out only the crème-de-la-crème of
India's entire stock of SMEs to revel in
Print Partner
this honour. For that deserving SME, this
opportunity will earn precious brand
recognition through online, television
first three hours was pegged at
and print promotions. Considering the
Rs 1.25 crore, which indicates the
endless possibilities thus awaiting its
grandeur of the event. The turnout
prospective winner, 'Drive into the Big
on race day stood at 95,000.
League' promises to be a cracker of
a contest.
These precedents pave the way for
Powered By
much more action and enthusiasm this
year. The stage is set for the forthcoming
motor racing championship to be a
significant and influential branding
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Can the quick ride to
fame and success get any
more exciting?
 If last year’s motor racing
championship is any precedent to go
by, the event will only be bigger and
better this time around.
 This throws up a wonderful chance
for SMEs to be associated with the
event through ‘Drive into the Big
League,’ which offers one lucky SME
the opportunity to have its company
logo on the two Vodafone McLaren
cars driven by motor racing champs
Lewis Hamilton and Jenson Button.
 It presents the winning SME with a
chance to have its logo flanked by
those of renowned global brands,
bringing it into the spotlight before
an international audience.
 The winner selection process will
comprise an eight-part series
broadcasted on ET NOW, which
promises to award deserving
participants with invaluable industry
exposure and popularity among
industry and client circles.

Expert Speak
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“Drive into the
Big League
(DitBL) has a
potential to
change the
fortunes of SMEs
RAJIV
in India by giving
KARWAL,
Founder & CEO, them wider
Milagrow
exposure.”
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Riding the Rip-Roaring Bandwagon to Fame
REGISTRATION
To participate, SMEs must fill out a simple contest form available at
(vodafone.in/bigleague) before August 25, 2012. The contest is open to all Indian SMEs
with a turnover of Rs 10-250 crore, and employee strength not exceeding 1,000.

open to all Indian SMEs until August 25,
2012, and will culminate into an
eight-part TV show on ET NOW.
Deserving participants must be driven
by exceptional ambition, a clear action
plan and the drive to excel. By winning
the ‘Drive into the Big League-Season 2’
contest, SMEs will not only earn a
chance to reap insights into their own
business and expand their networks,
but they will also gain from getting
noticed by industry stakeholders
through a popular show on
national television.

QUALIFIER
Vodafone will shortlist the top two nominees from 10 cities for the top 20 based on a
scoring model. The cities chosen for the purpose of this screening are Pune, Kolkata,
Ahmedabad, Bhubaneshwar, Coimbatore, Chandigarh, Mangalore, Lucknow, Vizag and Delhi. The criteria for short-listing SMEs will range from financial ratios to quality parameters.

RAMAN
ROY,

CMD, Quatrro
BPO Solutions
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FINAL LAP
An exciting new addition to last year's process is the Wild-Card Entry. A lucky SME will be
chosen through a contest running on social networking platform until September 15. Finally,
a total of 21 participants will proceed to the national level where a jury will pick the winner
based on their proficiency in the Q&A sessions, which will be aired in an eight-part series on
ET NOW.
SATYA
NARAYANAN R,

The Winner Shares It All
Shiv Agrawal, Managing Director of ABC Consultants, winner of last
year’s ‘Drive into the Big League’ actively encourages more SMEs to try
their hands at the exciting contest. We explore why he believes
participation in the competition has tangible and manifold advantages
for small businesses
rom its inception,
Vodafone’s ‘Drive into the
Big League’ (DitBL) contest
has had clear objectives. By
capitalising on the growing
popularity of motor racing in India,
Vodafone crafted a creative and innovative
means of brand exposure for India’s SME
community. As the name suggests, the
contest was meant to propel small
businesses into the spotlight; but the
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of mouth. Besides this, the SME relied on
a number of business development activities to build and maintain relationships
with clients. But all this changed when his
colleague spotted an online advertisement
for 'Drive into the Big League' and brought
it to his notice. He was excited when he
read about what was up for grabs and
believed that winning the contest could be
a great opportunity for his SME.

BAGGING SUCCESS
Since the contest only required
participants to talk about what they did
for a living everyday, he did not need to
obtain much knowledge about Formula
One. However, he did undertake the
crucial exercise of gathering his thoughts
to articulate the SME's strategies and
goals. Mr Agrawal reiterates that it was
honesty and the ability to keep his cool
under pressure that led to his victory.

THE REWARDS OF VICTORY
SHIV AGRAWAL
MANAGING DIRECTOR
ABC Consultants
initiative soon developed a profound,
life-changing character. As we set our
sights on another year of the fast-paced
DitBL-Season 2 contest, it is only pertinent
that we trace last year’s achievements
through the success of Delhi-based victor,
ABC Consultants.

THE TURNING POINT
Like most professional services firms, a
reasonably large number of clients
contacted ABC Consultants through word

The timing of this victory could not have
been better. ABC Consultants had changed
its company logo for the first time in 42
years just a month before the contest, and
wide exposure of the new logo helped the
firm reap incredible brand response.
"Thanks to enormous publicity before and
after the race, our clients took notice and
wanted to know more about our business.
The contest added a fresh, energetic and
youthful flavour to the brand. For overseas
clients who didn't know us, this recognition gave us a great degree of credibility,"
beamed Mr Agrawal. Then there was also
the chance to meet like-minded entrepreneurs and bounce off ideas about the

company's business model before the eminent
jury. According to him, contests like Vodafone's
'Drive into the Big League' are a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity for small companies to showcase
themselves on a global stage. "Having your logo

on a Formula One car and the publicity that goes
with it is terrific. Winning this contest will catapult
you into the big league. Give it your best shot. Prepare well, keep calm, be honest and dream big,"
he concluded.

Recounting a Memorable Experience


His decision to participate was based on his
clear vision and ambitious goals for his SME.
By keeping his cool through the competition,
he outpaced his counterparts in the race to the
finish line.
 The exercise has been a fruitful one since
it has not only enabled him to meet
like-minded entrepreneurs; but also bring his
SME priceless exposure and limelight and made
him popular among stakeholders in his industry.



By bagging the opportunity to compete in the
eight-part series on ET NOW and winning a
chance to display its logo on the Vodafone
McLaren cars, the SME was able to enjoy quality
publicity, typically enjoyed by large pan-Indian
or MNC brands.
 The same opportunity of driving into
the spotlight is up for grabs once more, and
given how easy it is to sign up, all SMEs must
try their luck.

“DitBL is a
fascinating
platform that
takes you to the
world. The
learning and
mentorship it
provides is
fascinating.”

Founder and
Chairman,
IWSB &
CL Educate

“Running a
SME or racing
on the fast
track requires
agility. For such
a SME, DitBL is
a once-in-alifetime
opportunity.”
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“DitBL
discovers the
aspirations of
worthy
enterprises
VANI KOLA, and encourage
MD, IndoUS
Venture Partners fence-sitters to
chase their
dreams.”

